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The Navaratri festival of the Mother Goddess was just
celebrated this month and Indian communities everywhere were agog with the
festivities. Navaratri is a time to invite friends and family, a time of
togetherness and bonding, but more importantly, it is also an auspicious time
to think of God, worship Him in the form of the Divine Mother and chant the
Divine Names.

The Goddess Generally, a child is more comfortable with its
mother than the father, because the mother is loving, tender and affectionate
and looks after the needs of the child. Similarly, in spirituality, the aspirant
approaches the (form of) Mother first, who then shows Her spiritual child its
Father. The Mother also ruthlessly kills the enemies of egotism, cunningness,
selfishness and crookedness (represented by the Asuras who are killed by the
Mother Goddess, in Indian scriptures).

The word navaratri means ‘nine nights’ in Sanskrit. The festival
is celebrated for nine days and nights and the tenth day is worshipped as
Vijayadasami. There are two types of ‘navaratris’ in a year. The first comes in
the spring season and is known as Vasanta Navaratri and the other, more
popular, Navaratri comes in the fall season and is Sharad Navaratri.

The festival commences on the first day of the bright fortnight
of the month of Purattasi. It is celebrated differently in different parts of India.
In Gujarat people celebrate with garba and dandiya dancing. In West Bengal,

they make pandals, and worship images of Durga. In Tamil Nadu, people place
dolls and idols on steps, called Golu or Kolu.

The interesting Kolu doll arrangement is usually such that
images of the Supreme Lord are placed on the highest step, and His
incarnations, devas, sages, saints and other exalted beings are placed on the
following steps. Ordinary human beings are placed in the lower steps, with
animals, grass, etc. finding a place lower than humans.
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The philosophy of this arrangement is that if human beings have good intentions and
follow dharma (righteous living), they go up the steps, and finally merge with the Lord. Instead, if they
lead evil lives and harm others, they fall down to lower life forms. The dolls also depict social and
cultural activities like marriages, games, flowers and vegetables, etc. emphasizing the fact that the
Lord is present in everything in this Earth.

During the first three days of Navaratri, Durga is worshipped to destroy all our
impurities. The second three days are devoted to Lakshmi, who bestows wealth and abundance. On
the final three days, Saraswati, the goddess of wisdom, is worshipped.

On the ninth day, Saraswati Pooja is performed. Books are stacked in front of an image
of Saraswati with prayers to bestow knowledge. Ayudha Pooja (anointing tools and equipment) is also
performed on this day. Sweets and flattened rice mixed with peanuts, fried gram and jaggery are
distributed.

On the tenth day, Vijayadasami is celebrated to mark the victory of good over evil and a
new prosperous beginning. Kids read a book from the stack of books kept before Saraswati. Many
children start attending play school or other arts classes on this day. Akshara abhyasam (auspicious
initiation of a child into writing) is done on this day.

The Mother Goddess is known by different names in different parts of India –
Bhagawathi in Kerala, Chamundeswari in Karnataka, Kamakshi in Kanchi, Meenakshi in Madurai,
Gnanambal in Kalahasthi, Bramarambika in Sri Sailam, Tulja Bhavani in Maharashtra, Ambaji in
Gujarat, Jwala Mukhi in Punjab, Vindya Vasini in Uttar Pradesh, Vaishnavi in Jammu, Ksheera Bhavani
in Kashmir, Kali in Bengal, Maihar Devi in Madhya Pradesh, Kamakya in Assam, and numerous other
names and forms.

Sri Mahaperiyava, the great saint of Kanchi, states: During Navaratri, we pray to Durga
Parameswari (Malaimagal – daughter of the mountain Himawan), Mahalakshmi (Alaimagal – the one
who emerged from the Ksheerabdi, the Ocean of Milk) and Saraswati Devi (Kalaimagal – the One who
imparts knowledge). Whether we consider them as three goddesses or as an embodiment of all the
gods, They are all that is One only, the One Parasakthi.

~ Sriram Sambasivam, USA
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Smt Vidya Subramanian, Melbourne
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Oh! I want a land- just a small piece

To live in, with restful peace 

The newspaper falls in my porch
Shows the dark world as a torch

Poor servants beaten mercilessly
By their foreign masters, ceaselessly
Oh! I want a land - just a small piece

To live in, with restful peace

An Organization claiming religion
Cruelly exploiting good women

A place known for tourists
Tortures pachyderms like sadist

Oh! I just want a land - just a small piece
To live in, with restful peace 

That animal we hold holy
Slaughtered steadily, slowly

She, who is so motherly
Is butchered, an act so lowly 

Oh! I just want a land - just a small piece
To live in, with restful peace

Some humans, only bearing that name
Strap themselves to kill without shame
Some start gruesome wars like a game
Civilians, kids all burnt in a big flame

Oh! I just want a land - just a small piece
To live in, with restful peace

Lady nature as if unleashing her wrath
With waters, fire, quake wreaking scathe

Seeing the gory news, the bloodbath
They Question, ‘Why are you in warpath?’ 

Oh! I just want a land - just a small piece
To live in, with restful peace

But, Are you people not are far worse?
You inflict abject cruelty, yet cry hoarse
Humans, but, than demons far perverse

To whom and How shall I present this verse?
Oh! I just want a land - just a small piece

To live in, with restful peace

Merciful Krishna! That peace is in your abode
I surrender to Thee, please take off my load

I shall chant Thy Names ever, sing Thine ode
Let that land be, to me, kindly bestowed!

Our Mas ter’s Voice

Peace Land
By Sri MK Ramanujam

We see in printed and online media so many disturbing news 

clips. This poem is inspired by informal conversations              

Sri Swamiji had when a devotee brought this up in the 

discussion.
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Rangoli Mela at Trichy Namadwaar

Rangoli Mela at Chennai
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A tribute to the brave 
martyrs of Uri attack by 
Chennai Gopa Kuteeram
children – released as a 
video on YouTube with 
Vishnupriyaji’s voice 
echoing ‘Shanthi Nilava
Vendum’ in the 
background.

Girls Empowerment Workshop at  
Jaigopal Garodia School, Perambur
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Triyuginarayan Temple is located in the Triyuginarayan village in Rudraprayag district,

Uttarakhand. The ancient temple is dedicated to god Vishnu. God Shiva’s marriage to

goddess Parvati was witnessed by LordVishnu at this venue.

The shrine has been built by Sri Adi Shankaracharya. The shrine houses a silver, 2 foot

image of god Vishnu (Narayana), accompanied with consort - goddess of wealth Lakshmi

and the goddess of music and learning - Saraswati.

In front of the temple, the havana-kund with the eternal flame - the witness of the

wedding of Shiva and Parvati - is situated. Devotees add samidha (sacrificial offerings of

wood) to the flame and collect the ashes as blessings. A stone called the Brahma Shila - in

front of temple - is regarded as the exact spot of the divine marriage. The ponds of Rudra

Kund, Vishnu Kund, Brahma Kund and Saraswati Kund are other holy spots situated

near the temple. A water stream called Saraswati Ganga originates in the courtyard of

the temple. It fills all the holy ponds in the vicinity.

Triyuginarayan Temple

Know Our Temples
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Improves digestion: It is rich in dietary fibre. It’s a natural laxative for
preventing constipation and other digestive problems like irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS).

Helps in weight loss: Apart from being rich in fibre, dried figs are low
in calories. So, dried figs are an ideal snack for people who want

to lose weight.
Prevents hypertension: When you eat more salt, the level of

sodium increases. This disturbs the sodium-potassium balance
and in turn results in hypertension. Fig is an ideal fruit for to restore

this balance. This helps prevent hypertension.
Rich in antioxidants: Dried figs are rich in antioxidants. They have superior
quality of antioxidants, called phenols, compared to other fruits that attribute
their antioxidant property to vitamin C and E.
Prevents heart disease: The high levels of antioxidants in dried figs help to
eliminate free radicals that can damage blood vessels and result in heart
disease.

Prevents cancer: Antioxidant-rich dried figs also help in preventing cellular
DNA damage due to free radicals that can make a cell cancerous.
Strengthens your bones: Along with other calcium-rich foods, they can help
to improve bone density and strength.
Cures iron-deficiency anemia: Dried figs are a rich source of iron. Iron is an

important mineral that carries hemoglobin throughout your body. Eating figs
is a natural way to raise your hemoglobin levels indirectly by increasing the
levels of iron in your body.

Healthy 
Eating
FIG/ANJEER
Ficus carica

In a corporate, it was the time for the Management to announce 

the yearly pay hike. The management of the corporate is known 
for dealing with such matters in a fair and reasonable manner. 
So the expectation was pretty high! But when the workers 
realized that the pay hike was not going to be given that year, 
they were very upset.
They formed a representation and approached the CEO.
The CEO invited the team warmly into his room and said, ‘Look 
here! I deal with all of you in a fair manner ever. This year has 
been very bad. We are running into losses. Here, have a look at 
our Profit and Loss statement. Do you see now why I cannot 

give you a pay hike?’
The workers obviously wanted a pay hike and hence could not 
agree. The workers also saw the fair rationale for zero hike and 
hence they had to accept the decision.
Likewise, when we are attacked by an adversity, we are not able 
to bear the pain of the suffering. We feel like questioning God! ‘I 
don’t deserve this?!’
But the as we progress spiritually, we realize that no one can 
escape Karma. We need to accept it. There is no unfairness in 
our suffering. Then we feel the pain of the distress and yet we 
learn to accept it, ‘in all fairness’!

The
Fair

Realisation

FROM 
CONVERSATIONS 

WITH SRI SWAMIJI BY 
SRI RAMANUJAM MK
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Kid’s Recipe Corner

INGREDIENTS 
Serves: 4
4 cups low fat milk
1 large apple, chopped
10 black dates (kala khajur), deseeded 
and finely chopped
a few drops of vanilla essence
3 to 4 ice-cubes
Prep:20 min  ›  Cooking time:2 min 
Freezing Time: 30min  ›  Ready in:52 
min 

DIRECTIONS

Soak the dates in ½ cup of warm milk and leave aside for
at least 20 minutes.
Blend all the ingredients in a liquidiser and pour into 4
individual glasses.
Serve chilled.

Kakitha
Malargal

Do sagunangal (omens) really mean 

anything? 

Omens are indicators of future events.

What are the good omens?

Seeing a fox is a good omen but hearing a fox 

howl is a bad omen. Seeing an owl and hearing 

its cry are both bad omens. Both, seeing the 

Garuda and hearing its cry are considered a 

good omen.  Seeing a donkey is a bad omen. 

Hearing a donkey bray is a good omen. A cow 

is always, and in all ways a good omen. 

(Excerpts from Sri Sri Swamiji’s book  – Q and A 

explaining Sanathana Dharma)

PEARLS OF 
WISDOM 
FROM OUR 
TEXTS

~ Sri Balaji Sharma, Principal

Sri Sandeepani Gurukulam

yatA pUrvam gajah snAtvA
grhya hastEna vai rajah ।

dUshayatyAtmanO dEham
tatA nAryEshu sauhrdam॥

A false friendship is similar to an 
elephant that rolls in slush 

immediately after having bath. 
There will be great love initially, 

but that will end in mutual quarrel 
eventually

~Valmiki Ramayana, Yuddha Kanda
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